This paper explores issues of task representation in choice reaction time tasks. How is it possible, and what does it take, to represent such a task in a way that enables a performer to do the task in line with the prescriptions entailed in the instructions? First, a framework for task representation is outlined which combines the implementation of task sets and their use for performance with different kinds of representational operations (pertaining to feature compounds for event codes and code assemblies for task sets, respectively). Then, in a second step, the framework is itself embedded in the bigger picture of the classical debate on the roles of contingency and similarity for the formation of associations. The final conclusion is that both principles are needed and that the operation of similarity at the level of task sets requires and presupposes the operation of contingency at the level of event codes.
performance must somehow be guided and controlled by representations of the underlying task demands. This is the miracle I am addressing here.
Issues of task representation can be discussed at two levels, implementation and performance. The study of task implementation considers the operations involved in setting the task. Analysis at this level addresses the formation of task representations through instructions and practice trials. Instructions for choice tasks must specify three things: the set of possible stimuli, the set of possible responses, and the mapping rules for assigning responses to stimuli. For instance, a minimal choice task may require to map two stimuli (S 1 , S 2 ) onto two responses (R 1 , R 2 ) such that S 1 requires R 1 and S 2 requires R 2 as response. More complex tasks may come with larger sets that may differ in size (so that, for example, eight possible stimuli converge on four responses etc). Whatever the task may be, its implementation requires participants (i) to understand the instructions and the task demands entailed in it and (ii) to form a task representation that allows them to do the task. Practice trials help to shape this representation and improve its efficiency.
Conversely, the study of task performance considers the operations involved in doing the task. Analysis at this level addresses the utilization of representations for task execution. A typical choice reaction task consists of a sequence of trials. On each trial, a stimulus is presented, and participants are required to deliver the appropriate response as fast as they can. Each trial may thus be seen to entail an act of stimulus-based response selection. In other words, each trial requires to select one element from the response set, namely the particular response assigned to the current stimulus by the mapping rules specified in the instruction. The time that this act requires forms part of the reaction time, i.e. the total time that elapses between stimulus and response onset.
What does it take to implement a task representation for efficient response selection and what does it take to perform the task according to instructions? To address these questions I take two steps. The first concerns the nature of stimulus-and response representations. What does it take to represent stimuli and responses? What is same and what is different about representations of stimuli and responses? The second addresses the nature of task representations and the assignments entailed in them. What does it take to represent assignments between stimulus-and response representations and how can these assignments be used for action selection?
A Framework for response selection
To examine choice tasks, we may adopt two perspectives, external and internal. From an external point of view, we may consider an individual generating certain actions in response to certain stimuli presented to her, thereby following certain rules to which she has committed herself. For instance, she may respond to red vs. green stimulus patches by pressing left vs. right response keys, based on a previously acquired mapping rule that specifies color-to-key mappings.
Conversely, we may adopt an internal point of view. From this perspective, we invoke structural and functional features of a putative cognitive architecture that may account for the observed performance. For instance, as already indicated, we may invoke an architecture harboring stimulus codes, response codes, and linkages between them. Stimulus codes are understood as internal placeholders for external stimuli. They are generated and maintained on the sensory input side of the architecture. Response codes are understood as internal placeholders for external responses. They are generated and maintained on the motor output side. Finally, mappings between stimulus-and response codes are understood as internal placeholders for the stimulus-response assignments specified by task instructions.
Two principles
So far, the internal description does not provide much more than an internalized version of the external account. In order to make it work, we need to specify what stimulus-and response codes are, and how they are related to each other. Here we encounter two basic principles, separate and common coding (Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001; Prinz, 1984 Prinz, , 1990 Prinz, , 1997 .
Separate coding -Separate coding reflects the view that stimuli and responses are entirely different and incommensurate things that have nothing to do with each other. Stimuli are things and events that happen in the outside world, whereas responses are events generated by the body's motor system. Hence, their representations, or codes, must be entirely disjunct and incommensurate. Stimulus codes must carry information about the things and events that have given rise to their formation, and response codes must carry information about the movements to which they give rise. Thus, while stimulus codes specify sensory features like hues or pitches, response codes specify motor features like muscles and forces. If so, there can be no common denominator for them. Still, in order to account for the relationships between stimuli and responses in overt behavior, we need ways of bridging the gap between them. An obvious way to get there is to posit associative linkages that connect one to the other. Given psychology's historical record of explaining behavior and performance in terms of associations between stimuli and responses, it is perhaps not surprising that separate coding is the mainstream approach in the field (cf., e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Posner, 1978; Sanders, 1998; Sternberg, 1969; Welford, 1968 Welford, , 1980 . Its power is rooted in its universality. Since associations can in principle link anything to anything, they offer themselves as ideal candidates for implementing mapping rules as sets of arbitrary linkages between stimulus-and response codes. Occasionally, the metaphor of translation has been used to characterize the logic of the underlying mechanism (e.g., Sternberg, 1969; Welford, 1960 Welford, , 1968 cf. Prinz, 1990, pp. 169/170) . This metaphor suggests that stimuli may specify responses in virtue of linkages between codes from two separate and disjunct coding systems. These systems work like two languages so that something like a dictionary is required to translate one into the other.
Common coding -In one sense, separate coding must thus be true. Still, there are reasons to believe that it doesn't reflect the full truth. A major challenge comes from so-called privileged linkages between perception and action, claiming for a functional role of similarity in the underlying mechanism. The crucial observation here is that stimuli can often more easily be linked to responses resembling them as compared to non-resembling ones. For instance, in the Simon task a stimulus patch on the left side of the screen can be more easily and more efficiently linked to a key press on the left side than on the right side (Simon, 1969) . The same holds true of a large number of further instances of so-called stimulus-response compatibility effects and a rich variety of instances of actioninduced movements (such as, for example, imitation, rhythmic entrainment, ideomotor movements etc.; for overviews see Hommel et al., 2001; Hommel & Prinz, 1996; Prinz, 1990; Proctor & Reeve, 1990) .
Separate coding has no obvious way to account for such similarity-based linkages since it regards stimulus and response codes as incommensurate. These incommensurate codes do not share any features on which similarity-based operations could be grounded. This is where the Theory of Event Coding (TEC) and the notion of common coding come into play, suggesting to extend the classical framework in a way that posits, besides arbitrary linkages between incommensurate codes, similarity-based linkages between commensurate codes as well (Hommel et al., 2001; Prinz, 1990 Prinz, , 1997 . Occasionally, the metaphor of resonance has been used to characterize the way in which stimuli may induce responses in a common coding architecture (e.g., Koffka, 1924) . This metaphor suggests that stimuli may specify responses in virtue of shared content. Put in a more functional language, the claim is that stimulus codes share features with response codes so that, when one of them gets activated, the other starts resonating with it. Accordingly, no translation and no dictionary is required to get from one to the other.
Two systems? -Taken together, the evidence seems to suggest that a full account of stimulus-based response selection requires to combine the two principles. One way of getting there is to invoke two systems operating in parallel -one based on linkages between separate, incommensurate codes and the other based on overlap between common, commensurate codes. Two-systems, or dual-route accounts along this line seem to be a natural answer to the challenge provided by two competing principles. Typical dual-route accounts invoke (i) a default system for arbitrary S-R assignments, (ii) a fast-track system for overlapping stimulus-and response codes and (iii) a race between the two systems as they operate in parallel (Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990 ; see also Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001 ).
Still, one may doubt whether this is the only way to combine the two principles. To account for two principles in terms of two independent systems does only make sense if the operations instantiating them are independent from one another. However, this is not always the case. In classical compatibility paradigms the functional condition of code overlap is often not given a priori but created a posteriori so that common coding at one level of representation is made possible through separate coding and arbitrary connections at another level. The Stroop effect provides an obvious example. On the one hand, it is fairly obvious that the visual shape of the word GREEN does not share any features with the motor program for articulating it, nor with the auditory stimulus pattern arising from pronouncing it. Still, the three share a common code -at least for those individuals who look back on a long history of learning the underlying grapheme/phoneme correspondence rules. For those who have learned these arbitrary rules, the visual stimulus overlaps, as it were, with the vocal response and the auditory stimulus. Lifelong learning has established linkages that connect the visual shape of the word with the auditory pattern of its name and the articulatory pattern of the corresponding vocal response. If so, overlap in the common domain of name representations is made possible through linkages with entries in the separate domains for visual, auditory, and articulatory representations. Below, I come back to this point in more detail.
Two levels
Two-systems frameworks cannot account for such interactions between separate and common coding. What is needed, instead, is a more integrated framework that allows to combine the two principles. Here, I give a brief sketch of a framework that considers the underpinnings of response selection at two interacting levels: event codes and task sets (see Prinz, 2015 for more detailed elaboration and application to various kinds of interference paradigms).
Event codes -The Theory of Event Coding (TEC) regards task sets as assemblies of event codes that are organized in specific ways (Hommel et al., 2001; Memelink & Hommel, 2005 , 2006 . In order to understand how these assemblies work, we first need to understand what event codes are and how they interact with each other.
The basic idea is simple (and perhaps a bit trivial). Event codes are cognitive representations of all kinds of things and events that mental activity may address. To fulfill their representational function, event codes need to be mutually commensurate, even if the things and events they stand for are incommensurate. How can this be possible? For instance, how can such diverse things like a color patch appearing on a computer screen and a participant's hand pushing a response key be represented in a common format? As has been shown elsewhere, distal reference is a key feature here. Event codes are commensurate in virtue of the fact that they refer to distal events in the world and body. They are, in other words, placeholders for external events outside the representing system.
A convenient way of conceiving the structure of event codes is to regard them as transient feature compounds that are created from features supplied from a permanent feature space (cf., e.g., Goldstone, 1994; Hommel et al., 2001; Tversky, 1977) . For instance, the color patch on the screen may be represented by a compound of features such as red/ground/small/at top of screen etc. These features are semantic in the weak sense of providing elementary building blocks for meaningful event codes.
Let us take these building blocks for granted and examine how event codes can be formed from them. Fig. 1 provides a simple illustration. Panel (A) shows a hypothetical feature compound which is characterized through a particular set of features and a particular pattern of connectivity interlinking them. A simple structure like this can undergo various kinds of changes and elaborations. For instance, as shown in panel (B), features may differ in their relative contributions to an event code. While some may be essential and defining, others may be more or less accessory. For instance, the color of the patch may be crucial for the task at hand whereas its shape may be irrelevant. These demands modulate the relative weights with which features contribute to their event codes. A more radical way of altering the structure of event codes is to include new and/or delete old features, as shown in panel (C). These alterations furnish feature compounds with an enormous structural flexibility: the capacity to grow and shrink on demand. As we will see below, this capacity turns out to be of utmost importance for tailoring the structure of event codes to the demands of the task at hand.
How can such changes come about? The basic claim is that codes that are involved in the representation of a given task become selectively tuned to the needs of efficient interaction with other codes involved in the same task. To illustrate, consider Fig. 2 . Panel (A) shows two intersecting event codes, a red one and a blue one. Each of them exhibits both shared and unshared features. While shared features are common to both codes, unshared features are specific to each of them. Such overlap may either be beneficial or detrimental, depending on the kind of interaction in which the two codes are involved. Overlap will be beneficial in task scenarios requiring both codes to become jointly activated at the same time (code cooperation). By contrast, it will be detrimental in scenarios requiring one code becoming active and the other silent at the same time (code competition). While cooperation requires that activating one of them co-activates the other, competition requires that they are shielded from such mutual co-activation.
The structure depicted in panel (A) invites obvious measures for improving the efficiency of code interaction. Panels (B) and (C) show measures supporting code cooperation, such as increasing feature weights or creating new features in the overlap zone and/or weakening weights and deleting unshared features in the non-overlap zone. By contrast, panels (D) and (E) show measures supporting code competition. Again, they may either pertain to the overlap zone (weakening or deleting shared features) or the non-overlap zone (strengthening or creating unshared, distinctive features). -Taken together, the common principle underlying these alterations is that the required mode of code interaction acts back on code structure, strengthening and weakening shared and unshared features on demand.
Task sets -The application of these ideas to task set formation is fairly straightforward. Our framework claims that event codes provide the basic equipment from which task sets are made. It regards, in other words, task sets as particular kinds of assemblies of such codes. The structure of these assemblies reflects, on the one hand, the history of code interactions involved in foregoing task implementation, and it predicts, on the other hand, the pattern of code interactions involved in subsequent task performance. While implementation tailors content profiles of stimulus-and response codes to the demands of the task, performance reflects the pattern of code interactions to which the implemented task set gives rise (Memelink & Hommel, 2005 , 2006 .
On each trial, a choice task requires two basic operations: identification of the stimulus event and selection of the appropriate action for response. When considered in terms of event code assemblies, each of these operations is seen to entail selective competition, i.e. the selection of one code from a set of competing codes. Consider, for instance, a task in which red vs. green stimuli require left vs right responses. In terms of the scheme depicted in panel (A) of Fig. 3 , such selective competition requires horizontal interactions among stimulus-and response codes, respectively. Stimulus identification must select one particular stimulus code from the set of competing stimulus codes. Likewise, response selection must select one particular response code from the set of competing response codes.
As indicated above, selective competition requires tailoring the involved event codes and their assemblies according to the demands of the task. An obvious way of getting there is to strengthen distinctiveness through weakening code overlap. This is shown in panel (B) where overlap is deleted among both stimulus codes and the competing response codes. As a result of such distinctive tuning, conflict is reduced and the efficiency of selection increases. Importantly, this applies to both stimulus identification and response selection. Mapping rules require that activation of particular stimulus codes must be followed by activation of particular response codes. In order to instantiate these rules, the involved event code assemblies need to establish what we may call selective cooperation between stimulus-and response codes. With reference to the scheme depicted in panel (B) of Fig. 3 , cooperation requires vertical interactions between stimulus-and response codes. These interactions may take two complementary forms, aiming at facilitating wanted and impeding unwanted mappings, respectively. Notably, the distinction between these two kinds of mappings is grounded on instructions: wanted mappings yield correct responses whereas unwanted mappings yield wrong responses. Efficient task sets thus require both to facilitate wanted and impede unwanted mappings.
Facilitation of wanted mappings requires selective cooperation between particular stimulus-and response codes. An obvious way of instantiating such cooperation is to create selective overlap between the involved codes. When the task requires pressing a left vs. right key in response to a red vs. green color patch, the required mappings are initially entirely arbitrary. Before the task is administered, no linkages exist between such features as red -left, or green -right. This is where instructions come in, acting to create patterns of selective overlap that instantiate these mappings.
As panel (B) of Fig. 3 illustrates, we may discern two strategies of creating such overlap. One is to integrate given stimulus features into response codes and/or given response features into stimulus codes. As a result, red becomes integrated into the response code for left key presses and/or left becomes integrated into the stimulus code for red patches. The other way is to generate entirely new features and assign them to each of the two codes that are required to cooperate. As a result, a new feature becomes integrated into both the stimulus code for red patches and the response code for left key presses, thus instantiating the wanted mapping between the two codes (as well as the external events they stand for). Such feature assignments may at first glance appear fairly strange. Yet, we need to remind ourselves that features are semantic free-floaters and not naturally tied to the stimulus or the response domain. Each feature can therefore become integrated into each kind of code. Furthermore, we need to remind ourselves that features are semantic elements that may not only address physical properties (such as colors or locations) but also other kinds of functional or relational properties (such as locations belonging to colors, or colors belonging to locations etc.). As a result, such functional features instantiate the normative fact that, based on the mapping rules entailed in the instruction, the two events have to be assigned to each other in the current task scenario. To support co-operation in line with such wanted assignments, the respective codes create new overlap, thus using code similarity as a means for instantiating arbitrary mapping rules 1 . Related ideas about relationships between rule-based and similarity-based coding have recently been advanced in systems neuroscience as well (see Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008) . While selective generation and strengthening of new overlap aims at facilitating wanted mappings, selective deletion and weakening of old overlap aims at impeding unwanted mappings. Selective deletion comes into effect under conditions of unwanted shared features, that is, when feature overlap arises between stimulus-and response codes that are not assigned to each other so that their unwanted cooperation would drive erroneous responses. A simple example is provided by a binary choice task with incompatible assignments between stimuli and responses. For instance, when the task requires right vs. left key presses in response to tones presented to the left vs. right ear, unwanted assignments are (spatially) compatible and need to be weakened (whereas wanted but incompatible assignments need to be strengthened).
To sum up, this framework views task sets as code assemblies in which stimulus-and response codes interact with each other and shape each other. On the one hand, they compete with each other within their respective sets, to the effect of weakening and deleting overlap among stimulus codes and among response codes (selective competition). On the other hand, codes cooperate across their respective sets, to the effect of strengthening and weakening overlap between stimulus and response codes (selective cooperation). Strengthening facilitates wanted assignment whereas weakening impedes unwanted assignments. These code interactions serve to implement the task in a way that tailors the underlying code assembly to the needs of efficient performance.
Task implementation and task performance thus rely on operations at different levels of task representation. As concerns implementation, the critical operations on which the formation of task sets is grounded pertain to structure and composition of the feature compounds that make up individual event codes (such as adding new/subtracting old features or altering their weights in their respective compounds). Since these compounds are networks of features (nodes) and linkages (edges) that link any features to any others on demand, their structure mainly reflects the contingencies of feature co-occurrence that the task requires. As concerns performance, the critical operations on which the act of response selection relies pertain to code interactions within the event code assembly that makes up the task set for the task at hand (such as assessing and comparing overlap between the involved stimulus-and response codes). Since these assemblies are conceived as transient groupings of free-floating event codes in a common representational domain, their structure mainly reflects relationships in terms of code overlap, or similarity. At this level, stimulus-and response codes are commensurate so that the resulting pattern of code overlaps reflects the pattern of similarities of their contents.
Contingency and similarity
So what we have here are two kinds of operation that rely on different principles of representational interaction. Contingencybased feature compounds are created and shaped at one level to enable similarity-based code interactions at another level (formation of feature compounds and event code assemblies, respectively). According to this scheme, the operation of similarity requires, and in fact presupposes, the foregoing operation of contingency: performance can draw on similarity-based interactions between stimulusand response codes if and only if implementation has before provided contingency-based operations for the task-specific tuning of the underlying feature compounds.
A two-level scheme like this raises the issue what the functional benefits of similarity-based processing may be. What can similarity-based code matching do for a cognitive system that contiguity-based mapping cannot? Matching relies on overlap of intrinsic content, whereas mapping requires scaffolds of previously established extrinsic linkages. Matching systems can therefore be more flexible than mapping systems. Most importantly, they continue to work when pre-established scaffolds do not exist or break down, for instance when novel, unfamiliar stimuli are presented and/or new responses are required (Prinz, 1984 (Prinz, , 1990 . This seems to be the crucial asset for which cognitive systems invest substantial resources when they construct devices for common coding and similarity-based matching. Still, we must not forget that similarity-based matching at the level of code assemblies is dependent on the working of an underlying machinery for contingency-based mapping at the level of feature compounds.
To conclude, let us see how our local framework fits into the bigger picture of global principles of mental functioning. The bigger picture addresses the classical debate on principles underlying relationships and interactions between ideas and representations -socalled Gesetze des Vorstellungsverlaufs, as a conventional German term goes (cf., e.g., Wundt, 1898) .
What are the principles that determine how ideas or representations are related to and follow each other? Over centuries, if not millennia, two basic answers have been struggling against each other, resorting to extrinsic context and intrinsic content, respectively. The first claims that ideas in the mind become related to each other in virtue of contingency, that is, in virtue of joint occurrence in common context. As a result, they link with each other, with linkage strength reflecting the frequency/reliability of their joint occurrence. The resulting pattern of linkages then reflects the way in which ideas map onto each other, thereby controlling how one translates into the other. The second answer claims that ideas become related to each other in virtue of similarity, or common content. As a result, they overlap with each other, with amount of overlap reflecting their similarity. The pattern of overlaps then reflects the way in which ideas match each other, thereby controlling how they resonate with each other. As mentioned above, the metaphors of translation and resonance have often been used to address contingency-and similarity-based relationships between ideas and representations.
Our framework applies these general principles of representational interaction to the special domain of response selection, that is, to transitions from stimulus to response codes. For making these transitions it invokes both common coding (based on overlap of intrinsic content) and separate coding (based on linkages as extrinsic scaffolds). It resorts to common coding and intrinsic overlap at the level of code assemblies, but to separate coding and extrinsic linkages at the level of feature compounds, claiming that the operation of similarity (at the code assembly level) builds on the foregoing operation of contingency (at the feature compound level).
When held against the classical debate on principles, this claim seems to be at odds with related claims raised in earlier rounds of that debate. A famous example is Höffding's discussion of association and recognition about 130 years ago (Höffding, 1889 (Höffding, /1890 ; see also Köhler, 1973; Koffka, 1935; Neisser, 1967) . In discussing laws of association, Höffding argued that contingency-based associations (such as bread -butter) cannot be understood without taking foregoing similarity-based operations into account that take care of the recognition of the stimulus. It may be true, Höffding argued, that the path of association which leads from bread to butter relies on contingency-based translation. However, there is another path involved in the task that is usually overlooked: the path of recognition that leads from the transient stimulus to the permanent representation, i.e. from the stimulus word presented on the screen to the concept stored in memory. Höffding argued that this path (which became later named as Höffding's step) must rely on similarity-based resonance.
So, while Höffding claimed that similarity must precede contingency, our claim is that contingency must precede similarity. However, on a closer look, the seeming contradiction goes away. This is because Höffding's argument addresses two different stages of processing (i.e., recognition and subsequent association), whereas our argument addresses two different levels of representation (i.e., feature compounds and code assemblies). Accordingly, they do not exclude each other. An obvious way of reconciling them is to assume that the above-raised claims for response selection must likewise apply to stimulus recognition (i.e., Höffding's step). For this step, too, it must apply that similarity-based operations at the code level require and presuppose contingency-based operations at the feature level that act to shape feature compounds in a way that allows for common coding at the code level.
If this is true, we must conclude that contingency comes first and similarity second. Contingency must be considered the primary principle underlying relationships and interactions between ideas and representations. Contingency builds on separate coding, creating networks of feature nodes and linkages. This principle is universal and ubiquitous. It builds on Hebbian learning, linking anything to anything (Hebb, 1949) . However occasionally, contingency and separate coding at one level may, in the interest of flexibility, give rise to the formation of representational structures that allow for common coding and a role of similarity at another level. However, since it builds on overlap of content, this principle is much more selective and cannot link anything to anything. Similarity must thus be considered a secondary, less universal and less ubiquitous principle of mental functioning.
